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Abstract

Face tracking is an active area of computer vision re-
search and an important building block for many appli-
cations. However, opposed to face detection, there is no
common benchmark data set to evaluate a tracker’s perfor-
mance, making it hard to compare results between different
approaches. In this challenge we propose a data set, anno-
tation guidelines and a well defined evaluation protocol in
order to facilitate the evaluation of face tracking systems in
the future.

1. Introduction
Face tracking is a basic building block in many com-

puter vision areas. Any face analysis in videos, such as
face recognition, gender classification or expression anal-
ysis, usually relies on first reliably detecting and tracking
a face in the scene. The literature on face tracking is vast
[2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13]. However, no commonly agreed-
on diverse data set has been established to measure and
compare the performance of the different approaches (un-
like for face detection, for which a considerable number of
such data sets exist, for example [4, 10]).

The goal of the face tracking challenge is to provide a
common data set and well-defined metrics in order to eval-
uate the performance of vision-based face tracking. The fo-
cus lies on single-view 2D face tracking since in many real-
world scenarios there are only 2D image sequences avail-
able. We propose a data set consisting of videos from var-
ious sources and with a large range of challenges in image
conditions. This allows to evaluate a tracker across all of
those scenarios and image conditions, opposed to only one
specialized setting.

There have been a few other face tracking evaluation
efforts. To the best of our knowledge, the most promi-
nent has been CLEAR [11], which however only focused
on a smart room scenario. We build upon their effort, es-
pecially by using the MOT metric [1] which has become
widely accepted in person and general object tracking. A

few other researchers have kindly provided their data along
with ground truth labels [5, 7, 8]. They too mostly focused
on a single setting. The generalization properties of face
trackers to real-world scenarios remain unclear if evaluated
only on such data.

In the following, we will first briefly describe the pro-
posed data set. The larger remainder of this challenge pro-
posal will specify guidelines according to which the data is
annotated, and define the evaluation protocol in detail.

2. Data set
We provide a video data set exhibiting a large range of

challenging image conditions, such as differences in light-
ing, low image resolution, non-frontal head poses and oc-
clusions. In order to cover different areas in which face
tracking is employed in computer vision, we collected the
videos from various different sources, for example:

• TV series and movies

• news casts

• webcam recordings

• youtube

• surveillance camera networks

The data set is split into three different (mostly subjec-
tive) difficulties. For example, sequences with from a sta-
tionary view point containing only a single, non-occluded
face are considered easy. On the other hand, sequences with
a large number of faces, in difficult image conditions such
as low lighting or with many occlusions are considered hard
(cf. Table 1).

We further split the data set into a development set and
an evaluation set. The development set can be used in order
to train and fine-tune a tracker (e.g. estimate parameters).
The evaluation set is used to measure the tracker’s perfor-
mance. We will provide ground truth annotations for both
the development set and the evaluation set, so that experi-
ments can be performed continuously. However, we want to
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Figure 1: Samples from the data set (row 1: TV series, row 2: news cast, row 3: youtube, row 4: webcam and surveillance
data).

stress that it is imperative that the evaluation ground truth
is only to be used for the final performance evaluation of a
system and never used for training and/or tuning a tracker.

We will provide neither intrinsic nor extrinsic camera
calibration information for any of the sequences, since usu-
ally these are not available in many real-word scenarios (and
we just do not have them for most of the sequences).

3. Annotations
The following manual annotations will be provided for

each face in the annotated frames:

• Face bounding box: (x, y, width, height)

• Eye center positions: (x, y) (x, y)

• Mouth center position: (x, y)

• ID: 1 ... N



ILL RES POS MUL MOT COM

webcam + +
surveillance ++ ++ ++ ++ +
youtube ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++
TV series + ++ + +
news cast + + + +

Table 1: Overview over the different challenges usually
contained in videos from the different scenarios. ILL: dif-
ficult illumination, RES: low resolution, POS: non-frontal
head pose, MUL: many faces, MOT: camera motion, COM:
compression artifacts.

The annotations are performed according to the follow-
ing guidelines.

3.1. Guidelines

The frames will be annotated in 0.2s intervals (i.e. ev-
ery 3rd, 5th and 6th frame for videos with 15fps, 25fps and
30fps, respectively). Only those frames will be used for the
evaluation. A system may output results on other frames,
too. However, those will not be taken into account for the
performance evaluation.

The face bounding box will be annotated tightly to the
face, excluding the ears and the forehead. This means that
the lower limit of the box should be the chin, the upper limit
should be the end of the forehead and the limits on either
side of the face should be the cheek excluding the ears. In
this way the annotations should be largely independent of
hairstyles, hats, etc. Faces with a bounding box smaller than
15 px in either direction will not be labeled. The bounding
boxes are not necessarily quadratic.

Note that this does not mean that the trackers have to
return bounding boxes exactly like this. For one, a per-
fect overlap is not required for a match (see Section 4 and
Figure 3). Furthermore, the bounding boxes returned by
the tracker can be resized if they are significantly larger or
smaller than the annotated bounding boxes. Such scaling
should however be determined on the development set ex-
clusively.

The locations of eyes and mouth center will be labeled if
they are visible. If they are not, they will be labeled as (-1,
-1).

For some faces in the video, it is very difficult to track
them, for instance because they are occluded by other ob-
jects or because their view angle is larger than 90 degrees.
In order to neither penalize trackers that find such faces nor
penalize those that don’t, we consider the following faces in
the ground truth as Don’t Care Objects (DCOs):

• Faces, where either side of the bounding box is be-
tween 15 and 20 pixels

Figure 2: Face labels according to the guide lines. None of
the above faces is considered as DCO since for each face at
least two facial features are visible.

• Faces, where two of the three facial features (left eye,
right eye, mouth) are not visible

These DCOs and the bounding box hypotheses that are as-
sociated with them are completely removed from the scor-
ing process. For details, see Section 4.

The ID will be labeled as an integer, in such a way that a
person has the same ID in all frames of the same video.

Note that it is only required that the tracker assigns the
same ID for the same person in subsequent frames. If the
person is invisible and returns later, a new ID can be as-
signed to the person without incurring a penalty (cf. Sec-
tion 4).

Further note that since this is a face tracking evaluation,
tracking a head where the face is completely invisible is
considered an error. If it is desired to use a head tracker,
the tracker must be able to determine whether the face is
visible. The parts of the tracks where the face is invisible
should then be removed for the evaluation.

3.2. Label Format

The labels will be provided in XML format. For each
video in the data set, there will be one XML file with the
following format:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<video filename="foo.avi">
<frame number="0" timestamp="123.456">
<face id="1"

bbox_x="123"
bbox_y="456"
bbox_width="50"
bbox_height="50"
left_eye_x="-1"
left_eye_y="-1"



right_eye_x="160"
right_eye_y="523"
mouth_x="150"
mouth_y="520" />

...
</frame>
<frame number="5" timestamp="123.656">

...
</frame>
...

</video>

The video element has exactly one attribute:

1. filename: The name of video file for which this is
the label file.

The video element contains one or more frame ele-
ments, one for each labeled frame. The frame element has
exactly two attributes:

1. number: The frame number.

2. timestamp: The timestamp of this frame.

Each frame element can contain zero or more face
elements. In the ground truth labels, each face element
has exactly 10 attributes:

1. bbox_x: The x-coordinate of the bounding box con-
taining the face.

2. bbox_y: The y-coordinate of the bounding box con-
taining the face.

3. bbox_width: The width of the face bounding box.

4. bbox_height: The height of the face bounding box.

5. left_eye_x: The x-coordinate of the left eye.

6. left_eye_y: The y-coordinate of the left eye.

7. right_eye_x: The x-coordinate of the right eye.

8. right_eye_y: The y-coordinate of the right eye.

9. mouth_x: The x-coordinate of the mouth center.

10. mouth_y: The y-coordinate of the mouth center.

The eyes are labeled biologically correctly, i.e. the
left_eye_* coordinates denote the location of the per-
son’s left eye, not as seen from the viewer’s perspective.

The expected format for the submissions is the same,
except that all attributes of the face element except the
bbox_* attributes may be omitted, since they are not nec-
essary for the evaluation.

An example for a valid result file:

Figure 3: Allowed deviation from bounding box labels. The
hypothesis bounding box can deviate quite a bit and still
be considered a match (overlap distance to the red ground
truth bounding box is given for each green bounding box
hypothesis).

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<video filename="foo.avi">
<frame number="0" timestamp="123.456">
<face id="1"

bbox_x="124"
bbox_y="454"
bbox_width="49"
bbox_height="51" />

...
</frame>
<frame number="1" timestamp="123.486">

...
</frame>
...

</video>

4. Metrics
To measure the tracking performance, the well-known

Multi-Object Tracking (MOT) metrics [1] will be used.
As a first step, a correspondence between the face lo-

cation hypotheses returned by the tracker and the ground
truth locations has to be established. For this, we follow the
method described in [1]. We use a distance derived from the
rectangle overlap:

d(r1, r2) = 1− |r1
⋂
r2|

|r1
⋃

r2|
(1)

Only pairs of bounding boxes with a distance smaller than
T = 0.5 are considered as potential correspondences. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates exemplary hypotheses that are still valid
correspondences for a given label.

As described in Section 3.1, Don’t Care Objects (DCOs)
take part in the correspondence determination, but do not
contribute to the misses, false positives, mismatch errors or
the number of ground truth labels. A bounding box associ-



ated to a DCO, are completely discarded, as are the DCOs
themselves.

Using the correspondences, the MOT Accuracy (MOTA)
can be computed as follows:

MOTA = 1−
∑

t (mt + fpt +mmet)∑
t gt

(2)

where mt is the number of misses, fpt is the number of false
positives and mmet is the number of mismatch errors in the
frame at timestamp t, as defined in [1].

In addition to the MOTA score, the individual compo-
nents of the MOTA score should be reported as well:

m =

∑
t mt∑
t gt

(3)

fp =

∑
t fpt∑
t gt

(4)

mme =

∑
t mmet∑

t gt
(5)

At this time we see no need to use the MOTP score in this
evaluation. The reason is that it mainly scores the similarity
of the bounding boxes returned by the tracker to the way
the ground truth bounding boxes are annotated. Since this
can differ significantly from tracker to tracker, we see no
significant information in the score.

The MOTA score for each scenario is defined as the aver-
age of the MOTA scores for the videos in the scenario. The
MOTA score for each difficulty is defined as the average of
the MOTA scores for the videos of the difficulty. The total
MOTA score of the evaluation is defined as the average of
the MOTA scores for all scenarios.

5. Evaluation tool
An evaluation tool will be provided that computes the

metrics described above, given the track hypotheses and the
ground truth as input.

6. Submissions
Results can be submitted to the authors at any time. The

authors will evaluate the performance using the evaluation
tool and post the results on the challenge website. A link to
an academic article explaining the system used to obtain the
submitted results is strongly encouraged.

The format of the submission is a zip file including hy-
potheses for all videos in the evaluation data set in XML
format (see Section 3.2). Additionally, the zip file should
include a file description.txt, which should include
a short description of the system as well as an indication

of the runtime complexity of the system. In particular, the
hardware used for the experiments and the frame rate that
the system achieved should be given. For instance: ”Our
system runs with 10 fps on an i7-720 CPU, using all eight
cores, but no GPU.”
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